This exhaustive and exciting document is a guide to the hundreds of organizations for women in the five new German states. It is clearly organized, first into umbrella agencies and then into alphabetical lists of groups in the scores of cities within each state. The tone is almost celebratory, conveying a message of developing consciousness which helps to engender self-sufficiency even as it provides networks of official and volunteer services specifically designed to meet the concerns of women in a changing environment.
There is an astonishing array of organizations. They include gay and lesbian groups, political activists, university women, research groups, shelters for battered women, volunteers who help with bewildering questions about reunification and new laws, groups of craftswomen, women's centers complete with non-credit courses and women's cafes, feminist and traditionalist groups, job counselors, government-appointed advocates for women in the world of work, and so on.
The Certain entries speak in almost intimate terms of the group organizer and her present difficulties. One woman is an unemployed art historian, another a former veterinarian. One selection mentions the difficulty of sustaining interest in a group of women organized for any purpose, another of building projects and scores of employees or volunteers. Some contributions reflect the history of the locale; others seem directed to the larger German, European or global arena. Some groups actively work to create change or to meet practical needs, for example the need to learn English. Several entries concern men and women working together. One notes that certain organizations, often those for abortion rights, are secretive about their hours of operation.
Wegweiser für Frauen is a document from and for a time of transition and developing social change. It has its poignancies, its ringing idealism and its hesitation. But its overwhelming message is one of caring concern for every facet of the lives of women, not simply women who live in the former German Democratic Republic, but women in their common humanity and their universal desire for a life characterized by justice and compassion. (1959, 1965, 1968 
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